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KEY=FAIRBOURNE - JAELYN REYNOLDS
THE ACCIDENTAL DUCHESS
Penguin From New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter comes this
seductive tale of a headstrong young lady, a scandalous manuscript, and the ironwilled duke determined to save her from her ruin. For fans of Mary Balogh, Eloisa
James, and Julia Quinn. When Lady Lydia Alfreton is blackmailed over the shocking
contents of a manuscript she once wrote, she must go to the most desperate of
measures to raise the money to buy back the ill-considered prose: agreeing to an old
wager posed by the arrogant, dangerous Duke of Penthurst. At least Penthurst is a
man she wouldn’t mind ﬂeecing—and she’s conﬁdent she’ll win. Penthurst long ago
concluded Lydia was a woman in search of ruinous adventure, but even he is
surprised when she arrives at his house ready to bet her innocence against his ten
thousand pounds—a wager he only proposed to warn her oﬀ gambling. When she
loses to a simple draw of the cards, Lydia is shocked. Now, her problems are twofold:
a blackmailer determined to see her pay and a duke determined to tame her
rebellious ways. One misstep and Lydia could ﬁnd herself ruined—or bound to the
seductive man who would make her his duchess.

THE SURRENDER OF MISS FAIRBOURNE
Penguin When she inherits her late father's prestigious London auction house,
Emma Fairbourne, determined to run the business, is met with resistance from the
arrogant Earl of Southwaite, her father's silent partner, who will stop at nothing to
convince her to sell the business. 300,000 ﬁrst printing.
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RAVISHING IN RED
Penguin From acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter comes
a dazzling tale of untamed passion, the ﬁrst in a delicious quartet of regency
romances… Armed with her cousin’s gun, Audrianna travels to an inn in Brighton to
confront the mysterious “Domino”, a man who claims to have information that could
clear her deceased father’s once good name. But the handsome man of commanding
sensuality who shows up is not the Domino at all, but Lord Sebastian
Sommerhays—one of her father’s persecutors. And when the gun accidentally ﬁres,
the secretive situation suddenly becomes mortifyingly public... There is only one way
out of the scandal that erupts, and so these two passionate and headstrong
adversaries ﬁnd themselves joined in a marriage of necessity. Expecting a practical
alliance, Audrianna quickly discovers she is helpless to resist Sebastian’s seductive
persuasions as he teaches her the meaning of desire. But she remains determined to
exonerate her father, even if it means risking her life, her marriage—and her heart.

THE MOST DANGEROUS DUKE IN LONDON
Zebra Books From the New York Times-bestselling author, “an intelligent, fastpaced romance, chock-full of sensuality and spiced with mystery” (Publishers
Weekly). NOTORIOUS NOBLEMAN SEEKS REVENGE Name and title: Adam Penrose,
Duke of Stratton. Aﬃliation: London’s elite Society of Decadent Dukes. Family
history: Scandalous. Personality traits: Dark and brooding, with a thirst for revenge.
Ideal romantic partner: A woman of means, with beauty and brains, willing to live
with reckless abandon. Desire: Clara Cheswick, gorgeous daughter of his family’s
sworn enemy. FAINT OF HEART NEED NOT APPLY Clara may be the woman Adam
wants, but there’s one problem: she’s far more interested in publishing her women’s
journal than getting married—especially to a man said to be dead-set on vengeance.
Though, with her nose for a story, Clara wonders if his desire for justice is
sincere—along with his incredibly unnerving intention to be her husband. If her
weak-kneed response to his kiss is any indication, falling for Adam clearly comes
with a cost. But who knew courting danger could be such exhilarating fun? Madeline
Hunter’s novels are: “Brilliant, compelling . . . An excellent read.” —The Washington
Post “Mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly “Pure passion.” —Booklist Bonus content
included in this digital edition

HIS CHOSEN BRIDE
Zebra Books When a man is blackmailed into marrying a woman he does not know,
he is surprised to ﬁnd himself captured by her beauty, and he's determined to
convince her of his love. Original.

A YULETIDE KISS
Kensington Books The reigning queens of Regency Romance return with another
delightful Christmas collection of three sparkling holiday romances, as stranded
travelers ﬁnd merriment, mistletoe, and holiday romance awaiting at a quaint
country inn . . . THE UNEXPECTED GIFT by Madeline Hunter Jenna Waverly has closed
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her inn, anticipating a blissfully quiet Christmas, until a snowstorm brings the ﬁrst of
several strangers to her property. Lucas Avonwood, as charming as he is secretive, is
on a mission to track down a scoundrel, but the inn’s lovely owner is giving him a
more compelling reason to stay . . . WHEN WE FINALLY KISS GOOD NIGHT by Sabrina
Jeﬀries When Flora Younger ﬁrst met Konrad Juncker, she thought she’d found her
match, only to have her hopes dashed. Konrad is now a famous playwright whose
plays Flora has secretly panned in reviews. But a chance meeting in a secluded inn
may help them rewrite this star-crossed romance . . . WHEN STRANGERS MEET by
Mary Jo Putney Kate Mcleod is shocked to ﬁnd that her fellow guest in the
snowbound inn is the dashing soldier who may or may not be her husband. Daniel
Faringdon barely remembers that long-ago night when he rescued her from disaster,
but the desire they discover now will be impossible to forget, or to ignore . . .

MADELEINE HUNTER COLLECTION
Penguin The “masterful”* New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter oﬀers
a quartet of delicious Regency historical romances revolving around the ladies of the
Rarest Blooms, a London ﬂower business where passion blossoms. Her books “are so
addictive they should come with a surgeon general’s warning” (Publishers Weekly).
*Booklist Ravishing in Red Provocative in Pearls Sinful in Satin Dangerous in
Diamonds

SINS MISTRESS
Genre: Regency Historical/ Erotica Raphael Sinclair is the most debauched of rakes
and rogues. When he wants something he takes it, whether it be revenge or a
woman. And now he wants both. Evelyn Greville's father is Sin's worst enemy. And
what better way to purge a stunning desire for the innocent miss and ruin her father
than to have her in every wicked way his clever mind can imagine. But Evelyn is not
as innocent as she seems... and he may be the one conquered by Sin's Mistress.

THE DOUBLE WAGER
Class Ebook Editions Ltd The Double Wager is the digital reissue of a previously
published and long out-of-print novel by New York Times Bestselling author Mary
Balogh. Henrietta Tallant has always preferred the company of her brother and his
rough-and-tumble friends to that of other ladies. She rebels at the prospect of
making her debut into London society and the great marriage mart. However, when
her brother’s friends challenge her to entice the toplofty, unattainable Duke of
Eversleigh into oﬀering her marriage within six weeks, she recklessly accepts and
wagers her beloved horse. The Duke of Eversleigh, who has always adamantly
proclaimed his determination never to marry, is beginning to feel the pull of duty and
the need to produce an heir. His friends do not believe he will give in so easily,
however, and wager with him that he will not make a marriage oﬀer within a month.
When Henrietta deliberately collides with the duke in a London ballroom, then, each
is intent upon winning a wager--without any thought to what will happen after it is
won.
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ROMANCING THE DUKE
CASTLES EVER AFTER
Harper Collins As the daughter of a famed author, Isolde Ophelia Goodnight grew
up on tales of brave knights and fair maidens. She never doubted romance would be
in her future, too. The storybooks oﬀered endless possibilities. And as she grew
older, Izzy crossed them oﬀ. One by one by one. Ugly duckling turned swan?
Abducted by handsome highwayman? Rescued from drudgery by charming prince?
No, no, and . . . Heh. Now Izzy’s given up yearning for romance. She’ll settle for a
roof over her head. What fairy tales are left over for an impoverished twenty-six
year-old woman who’s never even been kissed? This one.

SEDUCTION ON A SNOWY NIGHT
Kensington Books THIS WINTER, STEAL AWAY WITH THE REIGNING QUEENS OF
REGENCY ROMANCE . . . plus one or two dukes, one heiress, and one headstrong
beauty—to a surprise snowstorm, the comfort of a blazing ﬁre, and the heat of a
lover’s kisses . . . A CHRISTMAS ABDUCTION by Madeline Hunter Caroline Dunham
has a bone to pick with notorious rake Baron Thornhill—and a creative plan to insure
his undivided attention. Yet once in close quarters, she ﬁnds herself beholden to
their smoldering connection . . . A PERFECT MATCH by Sabrina Jeﬀries Whisked away
from a wintry ball by the oﬃcer she knew only through letters, Cassandra Isles
struggles with her feelings for the commanding Colonel Lord Heywood. For he,
secretly a fortune-hunter, must marry for money to save his estate—and Cass,
secretly an heiress, will accept nothing less than love . . . ONE WICKED WINTER
NIGHT by Mary Jo Putney Dressed as a veiled princess, Lady Diana Lawrence is
shocked to discover that the mysterious corsair who tempts her away from the
costume ball is the duke she once loved and lost. Now snowed in with Castleton at a
remote lodge, will she surrender to the passion still burning hotly between them?
“The passion is hot enough to melt a snowbank. This fanciful Regency anthology will
keep readers warm all winter.” —Publishers Weekly “It's clear that these historical
romance dynamos know their craft and can make any dubious reader believe in a
happily-ever-after. . . . A solid and varied collection for readers who adore a holiday
setting.” —Kirkus Reviews

AN INTERRUPTED TAPESTRY
Penguin A delightful historical romance novella from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Fairbourne Quartet! Madeline Hunter weaves passion and adventure
into this exquisite love story. A noblewoman, beset by her brother’s creditors, oﬀers
a cherished tapestry to a wealthy London merchant--who has more on his mind than
settling her debts... Originally published in the anthology Tapestry Praise for the
novels of Madeline Hunter: "Clever plotting, delicious sensuality, excellent art history
elements, and strong, magnetic characters will attract readers to this engaging and
beautifully executed romance." --Library Journal “Hunter’s books are so
addictive.”—Publishers Weekly "Richly spiced with wicked wit and masterfully
threaded with danger and desire...superbly sexy...irresistible and wonderfully
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entertaining."—Booklist (starred review) Madeline Hunter has published numerous
critically acclaimed historical romances including The Conquest of Lady Cassandra,
The Counterfeit Mistress, Ravishing in Red, Dangerous in Diamonds, and The
Surrender of Miss Fairbourne. Her books regularly appear on the New York Times and
USA Today bestseller lists. More than ﬁve million copies of her books are in print. She
has won two RITA awards and holds a PhD in art history, which she teaches at the
university level.

ONE GOOD EARL DESERVES A LOVER
THE SECOND RULE OF SCOUNDRELS
Harper Collins Lady Philippa Marbury is . . . odd The brilliant, bespectacled
daughter of a double marquess cares more for books than balls, for science than the
season, and for laboratories than love. She's looking forward to marrying her simple
ﬁancé and living out her days quietly with her dogs and her scientiﬁc experiments.
But before that, Pippa has two weeks to experience all the rest—fourteen days to
research the exciting parts of life. It's not much time, and to do it right she needs a
guide familiar with London's darker corners. She needs . . . a Scoundrel She needs
Cross, the clever, controlled partner in London's most exclusive gaming hell, with a
carefully crafted reputation for wickedness. But reputations often hide the darkest
secrets, and when the unconventional Pippa boldly propositions him, seeking science
without emotion, she threatens all he works to protect. He is tempted to give Pippa
precisely what she wants . . . but the scoundrel is more than he seems, and it will
take every ounce of his willpower to resist giving the lady more than she ever
imagined.

THE RULES OF SEDUCTION
Random House of Canada Forced into marriage to the very man who had ruined
her reputation, a penniless Alexia Welbourne is unaware that Hayden Rothwell, her
new husband, has unexpected and secret motives for his seduction and marriage. By
the author of Lady of Sin. Original.

SEX ON TOAST
NEW AND SELECTED POEMS
Humorous, serious and sometimes outrageous, Tpher Mills poetry covers swimming,
love, work, dialects, sex, politics, death and everything in between. From the
incidental ordinary to the waywardly imaginative Sex on Toast gathers Mills bestknown work together with a host of new and uncollected material. From the earliest
poems here, written in his teens, to those written in sardonic middle-age.

THE SEDUCERS
Permanent PressPub Company Jonas Lippman faces a decision that challenges
his ethical beliefs as a psychiatrist, when an attractive patient suggests he sleep
with her to help her overcome her sexual repressions
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CITY OF LOST DREAMS
A NOVEL
Penguin The exhilarating, genre-bending sequel to the sensational New York Times
bestseller City of Dark Magic “If you’re looking for a time-travel mystery with laughs,
danger, and a romantic interest clad in lederhosen (and who isn’t?), look no further.”
—People (4 Stars) In this action-packed sequel to City of Dark Magic, we ﬁnd
musicologist Sarah Weston in Vienna in search of a cure for her friend Pollina, who is
now gravely ill and who may not have much time left. Meanwhile, Nicolas Pertusato,
in London in search of an ancient alchemical cure for the girl, discovers an old
enemy is one step ahead of him. In Prague, Prince Max tries to unravel the strange
reappearance of a long dead saint while being pursued by a seductive red-headed
historian with dark motives of her own. In the city of Beethoven, Mozart, and Freud,
Sarah becomes the target in a deadly web of intrigue that involves a scientist on the
run, stolen art, seductive pastries, a few surprises from long-dead alchemists, a
distractingly attractive horseman who’s more than a little bloodthirsty, and a trail of
secrets and lies. But nothing will be more dangerous than the brilliant and vindictive
villain who seeks to bend time itself. Sarah must travel deep into an ancient mystery
to save the people she loves.

THE SEDUCER
A NOVEL
Bantam She has captivated fans with unforgettable romance novels ﬁlled with
suspense, seduction, mystery, and passionate love. Now bestselling author Madeline
Hunter introduces “the Seducer” in a dazzling tale of a powerfully sensual man, a
headstrong young innocent, and a scandalously perilous aﬀair as forbidden as it is
irresistible . . . From the moment he arrived to rescue her, Diane Albret saw more in
the darkly handsome, charismatic gentleman than just a guardian. Over the years
that have passed since she ﬁrst laid eyes on Daniel St. John, he had become, quite
simply, the most dangerously irresistible man she could ever have imagined. Diane
herself has changed from a bewildered schoolgirl, tragically orphaned, into a
determined young woman of alluring charm and beauty. Now, leaving the cloistered
life of her school, she has been brought to Daniel’s home with dreams of her own
amid rumors and hints of scandal. But the legendary seducer seems to have other
plans for Diane—and he possesses a secret about her lost past that he will do
everything to keep: a secret that will put both their lives in jeopardy, even as the
passion they have denied for so long threatens to break out of all control. BONUS:
This edition includes an excerpt from Madeline Hunter's The Accidental Duchess.

FEAR NOTHING
A NOVEL
Bantam Fear, compassion, evil, courage, hope, wonder, the exquisite terror of not
knowing what will happen on the next page to characters you care about
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deeply—these are the marvels that Dean Koontz weaves into the unique tapestry of
every novel. His storytelling talents have earned him the devotion of fans around the
world, making him one of the most popular authors of our time, with more than 200
million copies of his books sold worldwide. Christopher Snow is diﬀerent from all the
other residents of Moonlight Bay, diﬀerent from anyone you've ever met. For
Christopher Snow has made his peace with a very rare genetic disorder shared by
only one thousand other Americans, a disorder that leaves him dangerously
vulnerable to light. His life is ﬁlled with the fascinating rituals of one who must
embrace the dark. He knows the night as no one else ever will, ever can—the
mystery, the beauty, the many terrors, and the eerie, silken rhythms of the
night—for it is only at night that he is free. Until the night he witnesses a series of
disturbing incidents that sweep him into a violent mystery only he can solve, a
mystery that will force him to rise above all fears and confront the many-layered
strangeness of Moonlight Bay and its residents. Once again drawing daringly from
several genres, Dean Koontz has created a narrative that is a thriller, a mystery, a
wild adventure, a novel of friendship, a rousing story of triumph over severe physical
limitations, and a haunting cautionary tale. This ebook edition contains a special
preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner.

BY DESIGN
Bantam Bound by honor... The moment Rhys saw the stunning young woman selling
her exquisitely crafted pottery in the marketplace, he was captivated. But the
wealthy freemason would never have guessed that just a few days later, a
misunderstanding would land Joan in the town stocks and he would become her
unlikely savior. After the grueling ordeal, Rhys tenderly cares for Joan's bruised
body—and her bruised pride. Yet he longs to do much more ... to satisfy the ﬁre that
sparks between the pair the moment they are alone. Rhys could not have known that
Joan once enjoyed a more privileged life. She'd had no choice but to become an
indentured servant, but she is determined to avenge the crimes that ruined her
family and destroyed her world. When Rhys meets with her employer to buy
pottery—and buys her instead —Joan is furious. She vows to resist falling under the
spell of the handsome, imposing Rhys. But she ﬁnds that her resolve quickly softens
when tempted by Rhys's powerful charms—and she can only hope to ﬁnd a way to
avoid surrendering to her potent desire....

UNDERSTANDING THE CITY THROUGH ITS MARGINS
PLURIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES FROM CASE STUDIES IN AFRICA,
ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Routledge Cities the world over and in particular developing countries suﬀer from
uneven development and inequality. This is often coupled with the view that these
inequalities constitute unfortunate anomalies. In contrast, this edited volume draws
out the ways in which the city has not been able to exist without its margins, both
materially, ideationally, and socially. In this book the margins are, ﬁrst, the mirrors of
the city and, second, a fundamental route through which various centers can
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legitimate and sustain their power. Contemporary case studies are compared to a
number of those from history with the accent on Asia, Africa and the Middle East,
and engage with the underlying theoretical questions of what is the urban margin
and what is marginality in urban society and spaces?

ON THE EDGE OF DARKNESS
HarperCollins UK Stunning repackage of the story of a woman trapped in the
wrong time. Abandoned by her twentieth century lover, she plots a terrible revenge
on him and his family.

WHEN HARRY MET MOLLY
THE IMPOSSIBLE BACHELORS
St. Martin's Paperbacks Dashing Lord Harry Traemore is perfectly content to live
out his days in the pursuit of pleasure. But when he's named by the Prince Regent as
one of society's "Impossible Bachelors," Harry is drafted into a ribald romantic
wager. The rules of engagement are scandalously simple: The bachelor whose
mistress wins the title of "Most Delectable Companion" gets to remain unmarried.
Harry is utterly unconcerned about his status...until his latest lightskirt abandons
him. Enter Lady Molly Fairbanks. Harry's childhood friend— actually, "foe" is more
like it—is the most unlikely companion of all. She's attractive but hot-headed, and in
no mood for games. Besides, what could the self-indulgent Harry possibly know
about what makes a woman delectable? It's time for Molly to teach him a lesson
once and for all...but will it lead to "happily ever after"?

HIS SCANDAL
Harper Collins Taming a Rogue Lady Emmeline Prescott is shocked when Sir
Alexander Thornton, the most incorrigible scoundrel in England, suddenly notices she
even exists-and starts ﬂirting with her! The dashing cad has a well-earned reputation
for carousing that brings a blush to checks, but more distressing still I is the
unwanted desire he arouses in her! To win a wager, Alex must win a kiss from an
innocent maiden, But ﬁrst he must get past the giggly girl's chaperone-her
straitlaced older sister, Lady Emmeline. And to his dismay, it is the enchanting,
levelheaded Emmeline who intoxicates him with her soft sensuality and eminently
kissable lips. Yet such a conquest is unthinkable-unless Alex abandons his cherished
reprobate ways... and surrenders to his heart's traitorous yearning for a true and
passionate love.

THE WICKED DEEDS OF DANIEL MACKENZIE
Penguin SECOND SIGHT AND SEDUCTION… Daniel Mackenzie lives up to the
reputation of the scandalous Mackenzie family—he has wealth, looks, and talent, and
women love him. When he meets Violet Bastien—one of the most famous spiritual
mediums in England—he immediately knows two things: that Miss Bastien is a fraud,
and that he’s wildly attracted to her. Violet knows she can’t really contact the other
side, but she’s excellent at reading people. She discerns quickly that Daniel is
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intelligent and dangerous to her reputation, but she also ﬁnds him generous,
handsome, and outrageously wicked. But spectres from Violet’s past threaten to
destroy her, and she ﬂees England, adopting yet another identity. Daniel is
determined to ﬁnd the elusive Violet and pursue the passion he feels for her. And
though Violet knows that her scandalous past will keep her from proper marriage,
her attraction to Daniel is irresistible. It’s not until Daniel is the only one she can turn
to that he proves he believes in something more than cold facts. He believes in love.

ANY DUCHESS WILL DO
Harper Collins What's a duke to do, when the girl who's perfectly wrong becomes
the woman he can't live without? Griﬃn York, the Duke of Halford, has no desire to
wed this season—or any season—but his diabolical mother abducts him to "Spinster
Cove" and insists he select a bride from the ladies in residence. Griﬀ decides to
teach her a lesson that will end the marriage debate forever. He chooses the serving
girl. Overworked and struggling, Pauline Simms doesn't dream about dukes. All she
wants is to hang up her barmaid apron and open a bookshop. That dream becomes a
possibility when an arrogant, sinfully attractive duke oﬀers her a small fortune for a
week's employment. Her duties are simple: submit to his mother's "duchess
training"… and fail miserably. But in London, Pauline isn't a miserable failure. She's a
brave, quick-witted, beguiling failure—a woman who ignites Griﬀ's desire and
soothes the darkness in his soul. Keeping Pauline by his side won't be easy. Even if
Society could accept a serving girl duchess—can a roguish duke convince a serving
girl to trust him with her heart?

A STUDY IN SILKS
Hachette UK In a Victorian era ruled by a council of ruthless steam barons,
mechanical power is the real monarch and sorcery the demon enemy of the Empire.
Nevertheless, the most coveted weapon is magic that can run machines - something
Evelina has secretly mastered. But rather than making her fortune, her special
talents could mean death or an eternity as a guest of Her Majesty's secret
laboratories. What's a polite young lady to do but mind her manners and pray she's
never found out? But then there's that murder. As Sherlock Holmes's niece, Evelina
should be able to ﬁnd the answers, but she has a lot to learn. And the ﬁrst decision
she has to make is whether to trust the handsome, clever rake who makes her
breath come faster, or the dashing trick rider who would dare anything for her if she
would only just ask.

YVAIN
THE KNIGHT OF THE LION
Yale University Press The twelfth-century French poet Chrétien de Troyes is a
major ﬁgure in European literature. His courtly romances fathered the Arthurian
tradition and inﬂuenced countless other poets in England as well as on the continent.
Yet because of the diﬃculty of capturing his swift-moving style in translation,
English-speaking audiences are largely unfamiliar with the pleasures of reading his
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poems. Now, for the ﬁrst time, an experienced translator of medieval verse who is
himself a poet provides a translation of Chrétien’s major poem, Yvain, in verse that
fully and satisfyingly captures the movement, the sense, and the spirit of the Old
French original. Yvain is a courtly romance with a moral tenor; it is ironic and
sometimes bawdy; the poetry is crisp and vivid. In addition, the psychological and
the socio-historical perceptions of the poem are of profound literary and historical
importance, for it evokes the emotions and the values of a ﬂourishing, vibrant
medieval past.

NEVER IF NOT NOW
A MIDSUMMER KNIGHTS ROMANCE BOOK 7
Summer, 1193. England is in turmoil, and a great tournament is scheduled near the
border of Scotland and England. The greatest knights and lords from England,
Scotland, Ireland, and France have gathered to compete for a great prize. There will
be celebrations and jousts and feasting. It will an exhibition of chivalry and warrior
skills, a breeding ground for treason...and for love. They call him The Devil's Blade
and say that the ﬁres of hell burn in him when he wields his sword. It might be
midsummer when Zander arrives at the tournament, but there is winter in his soul.
Battle-hardened and war-weary, he intends to amass spoils, win the champion's
prize, and ﬁnd a wealthy wife. Then he discovers that Elinor of York has accompanied
her father to the tourney. He desired her as a youth, and soon learns that he still
does. But whatever he will ever have of her will have to be seized in secret, before
the tournament ends. Elinor was born a lady, but the last years have impoverished
her. She now sews for coin, and takes care of her lame, aging father, a knight who
blames Zander for his diminished fortunes and health. She should ignore the
handsome knight whom she teased when they were young, but his magnetism draws
her closer. He is not for her-he is her father's enemy and she has no dowry. Yet he
evokes sweet memories, deep emotions, and a heart-wrenching dilemma- Can she
keep her father from issuing the challenge that will leave one of the men she loves
dead?

HIGHLAND VOW
Kensington Publishing Corp. In book one of a new Scottish trilogy that captures
the lives of the spirited daughters of the Murray brothers, New York Times
bestselling author Hannah Howell spins a passionate tale of a woman who risks
everything to win the heart of the man who captures hers. . . Ten years ago, young
Elspeth Murray rescued a wounded young knight and lost her heart forever. Now a
stunning beauty and gifted healer, she is reunited with Cormac Armstrong when he
saves her from an unwanted suitor. But Cormac is promised to another, a woman
who has blinded him to her ruthlessness. Now Elspeth must battle against the odds
to claim a man and a love she will not be denied. Cormac is stunned by the desire
Elspeth's kiss awakens—and cannot resist the temptation she oﬀers. A man of honor,
he is torn by his pledge to another and his growing need for Elspeth. Blinded by duty
and indecision, he is unaware that he is a pawn in a clever and deadly trap from
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which Elspeth is desperate to save him. But by the time he understands her gift of
selﬂess devotion will it be too late to claim this perfect love? Includes An Excerpt Of
Hannah Howell's Upcoming Highland Romance, Highland Lover!

THE LORD NEXT DOOR
Harper Collins Victoria must wed . . . and immediately! To rescue her family from
ﬁnancial ruin, lovely Victoria Shelby has no choice but to marry. Her options for a
bridegroom are limited . . . until she remembers the shy servant boy next door. Then
she discovers that her childhood friend is actually Viscount Thurlow -- ruthless
businessman, future earl, and a man whose family is shrouded in scandal! After two
rejected marriage proposals, David Thurlow needs a wife who will give him an heir,
someone who will not only overlook his past but also be above reproach. Victoria is
the ideal candidate -- quiet, unassuming, and in desperate need of funds. But even
as she strives to be the perfect wife, her calm demeanor masks a shocking secret . .
. one that is overshadowed by David's slow, heated lessons in the art of seduction
that threaten to transform a “convenient” marriage into a torrid and passionate
aﬀair.

ORNAMENT EXTRAVAGANZA
All American Crafts Publishing Grab your brushes and get ready to paint a year's
worth of decorations. Twenty-eight beautiful ornaments are featured with complete
instructions, step-by-step worksheets and patterns. Ornaments are painted by 26 of
today's ﬁnest decorative painters.

A BRIDE FOR HIS CONVENIENCE
Avon A bride to save his name . . . Unless he ﬁnds a wealthy wife—and soon—Lord
Ian Sutcombe will lose everything. Left deeply in debt by his foolish father and
greedy stepmother, his only hope is to marry for money. Stung by a suitor's cruel
betrayal, Hannah Leeds, daughter of a prosperous merchant, wasn't sure she'd ever
love again. So when her father arranges her betrothal to the handsome lord, she
agrees. It was no more than a marriage of convenience. They would honor and obey,
but never love . . . until a simmering passion exploded into a sizzling aﬀair. Now,
with Hannah socializing with members of the ton and another man out to win her
heart, Ian will do everything in his power to show Hannah she is his ecstasy, his
desire fulﬁlled . . . and oh so much more than a bride for his convenience.

ONE LAST KISS
Zebra Books "Kat Martin is a fast gun when it comes to storytelling, and I love her
books." —Linda Lael Miller, #1 New York Times bestselling author Colorado rancher
Sam Bridger will do anything for a friend, even if it means babysitting a rich city girl
who knows more about high fashion than horses. Blond, beautiful Liberty Hale looks
like a model—and acts like a spoiled brat—but Sam senses another side to the young
woman who has lost so much of her family, and he can’t deny the heat just one look
at her ignites. Libby is determined to get through her time on the ranch—her
inheritance depends on her putting in a solid month’s work. She hadn’t imagined her
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boss would be a sexy, straightforward cowboy—and she’s surprised to discover just
how much she wants him. As life in the Colorado sunshine begins to burn away her
grief, Libby and Sam’s attraction to each other starts to sizzle. A three-day pack trip
into the mountains will test them both—especially when one of the ranch’s guests
takes a sinister interest in Libby. Suddenly their unexpected chance at love is
overshadowed by the terrifying possibility that their very lives are at risk . . .

MATRICES AND TENSORS IN PHYSICS
THE TREES
A NOVEL
Graywolf Press Shortlisted for the 2022 Booker Prize Winner of the 2022 AnisﬁeldWolf Book Award Finalist for the 2022 PEN/Jean Stein Book Award Longlisted for the
2022 PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction An uncanny literary thriller addressing the
painful legacy of lynching in the US, by the author of Telephone Percival Everett’s
The Trees is a page-turner that opens with a series of brutal murders in the rural
town of Money, Mississippi. When a pair of detectives from the Mississippi Bureau of
Investigation arrive, they meet expected resistance from the local sheriﬀ, his deputy,
the coroner, and a string of racist White townsfolk. The murders present a puzzle, for
at each crime scene there is a second dead body: that of a man who resembles
Emmett Till. The detectives suspect that these are killings of retribution, but soon
discover that eerily similar murders are taking place all over the country. Something
truly strange is afoot. As the bodies pile up, the MBI detectives seek answers from a
local root doctor who has been documenting every lynching in the country for years,
uncovering a history that refuses to be buried. In this bold, provocative book, Everett
takes direct aim at racism and police violence, and does so in a fast-paced style that
ensures the reader can’t look away. The Trees is an enormously powerful novel of
lasting importance from an author with his ﬁnger on America’s pulse.

THE HUNTER
St. Martin's Paperbacks They're rebels, scoundrels, and blackguards-dark,
dashing men on the wrong side of the law. But for the women who love them, a hint
of danger only makes the heart beat faster... A scandalous proposal. Christopher
Argent lives in the shadows as the empire's most elite assassin. Emotion is
something he tossed away years ago, making him one of the most clear-eyed, coldhearted, wealthiest, and therefore untouchable men in London. But when his latest
target turns out to be London's own darling, Millicent LeCour, Christopher's whole
world is turned upside down. Overwhelmed by her stunning combination of
seduction and innocence, Christopher cannot complete the mission. She has made
him feel again. Now, he will do anything to save her life, so that he can claim her as
his own... A perilous passion... When Millie learns what Christopher was hired to do,
she is torn between the fear in her heart and the ﬁre in her soul. Putting herself in
this notorious hunter's arms may be her only path to safety-even if doing so could be
the deadliest mistake she's ever made. But how can she resist him? As the heat
between her and Christopher burns out of control, danger lurks in the shadows. Is
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their desire worth the risk? Only the enemy knows what fate has in store...

SCARS AND MEMORIES
THE STORY OF A LIFE
Open Road Distribution The deeply personal story of Odie Hawkins's journey, from
"the poorest of the poor" childhood in Chicago to Hollywood screenwriter--and the
people who deeply mattered. A tough, touching autobiography.

LET ME TELL YOU
NEW STORIES, ESSAYS, AND OTHER WRITINGS
Random House NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • From the
renowned author of “The Lottery” and The Haunting of Hill House, a spectacular new
volume of previously unpublished and uncollected stories, essays, and other
writings. Features “Family Treasures,” nominated for the Edgar Award for Best Short
Story Shirley Jackson is one of the most important American writers of the last
hundred years. Since her death in 1965, her place in the landscape of twentiethcentury ﬁction has grown only more exalted. As we approach the centenary of her
birth comes this astonishing compilation of ﬁfty-six pieces—more than forty of which
have never been published before. Two of Jackson’s children co-edited this volume,
culling through the vast archives of their mother’s papers at the Library of Congress,
selecting only the very best for inclusion. Let Me Tell You brings together the
deliciously eerie short stories Jackson is best known for, along with frank, inspiring
lectures on writing; comic essays about her large, boisterous family; and whimsical
drawings. Jackson’s landscape here is most frequently domestic: dinner parties and
bridge, household budgets and homeward-bound commutes, children’s games and
neighborly gossip. But this familiar setting is also her most subversive: She wields
humor, terror, and the uncanny to explore the real challenges of marriage,
parenting, and community—the pressure of social norms, the veins of distrust in
love, the constant lack of time and space. For the ﬁrst time, this collection
showcases Shirley Jackson’s radically diﬀerent modes of writing side by side.
Together they show her to be a magniﬁcent storyteller, a sharp, sly humorist, and a
powerful feminist. This volume includes a Foreword by the celebrated literary critic
and Jackson biographer Ruth Franklin. Praise for Let Me Tell You “Stunning.”—O: The
Oprah Magazine “Let us now—at last—celebrate dangerous women writers: how
cheering to see justice done with [this collection of] Shirley Jackson’s heretofore
unpublished works—uniquely unsettling stories and ruthlessly barbed essays on
domestic life.”—Vanity Fair “Feels like an uncanny dollhouse: Everything perfectly
rendered, but something deliciously not quite right.”—NPR “There are . . . times in
reading [Jackson’s] accounts of desperate women in their thirties slowly going crazy
that she seems an American Jean Rhys, other times when she rivals even Flannery
O’Connor in her cool depictions of inhumanity and insidious cruelty, and still others
when she matches Philip K. Dick at his most hallucinatory. At her best, though, she’s
just incomparable.”—The Washington Post “Oﬀers insights into the vagaries of
[Jackson’s] mind, which was ruminant and generous, accommodating such diverse
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ﬁgures as Dr. Seuss and Samuel Richardson.”—The New York Times Book Review
“The best pieces clutch your throat, gently at ﬁrst, and then with growing strength. .
. . The whole collection has a timelessness.”—The Boston Globe “[Jackson’s] writing,
both ﬁction and nonﬁction, has such enduring power—she brings out the darkness in
life, the poltergeists shut into everyone’s basement, and oﬀers them up, bringing wit
and even joy to the examination.”—USA Today “The closest we can get to sitting
down and having a conversation with . . . one of the most original voices of her
generation.”—The Huﬃngton Post

DRESSED TO KISS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform True love never goes out of
style.... Once renowned for creating the most envied gowns in London, Madame
Follette's dressmaking shop has fallen far out of fashion. The approaching coronation
of King George IV oﬀers a chance to reclaim former glory by supplying stunning new
wardrobes to the most glittering society in Regency England. In the face of long-held
secrets, looming scandals, and the potential ruin of their shop, the dressmakers of
Follette's are undaunted, not even by the most unexpected complication of all: true
love. The Duke's Dressmaker by Madeline Hunter When the Duke of Barrowmore
walks into the dress shop, Selina Fontaine assumes her secret identity will be
compromised. Four years ago this man's brother seduced her and abandoned her to
scandal, and she holds the duke responsible. To her amazement the duke is more
interested in pursuing her than exposing her, however-and that pursuit soon
becomes seductively pleasurable. The Colors of Love by Myretta Robens Delyth
Owen's exuberant passion for her new job as a dressmaker at Madame Follette's is
matched only by her love of diverse, vibrant, and frequently unfortunate color
combinations. Simon Merrithew, the pseudonymous author of a well-regarded
fashion column, is horriﬁed by the gown Delyth creates for a friend, and suspects her
motives. He sets out to uncover her duplicity, but instead, he uncovers genuine joy
and discovers the colors of love. No Accounting for Love by Megan Frampton Miss
Katherine Grant is a lady's companion, one whose number of dishonorable oﬀers
(six) greatly outweigh her honorable ones (zero). Now tasked with making certain
her charge, Lady Euphemia, does not contract herself to someone inappropriate, she
ﬁnds herself inexplicably drawn to Mr. Henry Dawkins, the inappropriate gentleman
Lady Euphemia wants to charm, who keeps the books at Madame Follette's. But it
seems that Henry only has eyes for Miss Katherine Grant. A Fashionable Aﬀair by
Caroline Linden Madame Follette's is Felicity Dawkins's birthright; her mother
founded it, and now she runs it. She's ﬁercely committed to making it the most
exclusive modiste in London. The Earl of Carmarthen also has big plans for the shophe wants to buy it and tear it down, to make way for a grand new boulevard of
shops. One way or another, he's determined to persuade Felicity...not only to sell her
shop, but to explore the passion that sparks between them every time they meet.
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